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Glass polymorphism in glycerol–water mixtures:
I. A computer simulation study
David A. Jahn,a Jessina Wong,a Johannes Bachler,b Thomas Loertingb and
Nicolas Giovambattista*ac
We perform out-of-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of water–glycerol mixtures in the
glass state. Specifically, we study the transformations between low-density (LDA) and high-density
amorphous (HDA) forms of these mixtures induced by compression/decompression at constant
temperature. Our MD simulations reproduce qualitatively the density changes observed in experiments.
Specifically, the LDA–HDA transformation becomes (i) smoother and (ii) the hysteresis in a compression/
decompression cycle decreases as T and/or glycerol content increase. This is surprising given the fast
compression/decompression rates (relative to experiments) accessible in MD simulations. We study
mixtures with glycerol molar concentration wg = 0–13% and find that, for the present mixture models
and rates, the LDA–HDA transformation is detectable up to wg E 5%. As the concentration increases, the
density of the starting glass (i.e., LDA at approximately wg r 5%) rapidly increases while, instead, the density
of HDA remains practically constant. Accordingly, the LDA state and hence glass polymorphism become
inaccessible for glassy mixtures with approximately wg 4 5%. We present an analysis of the molecular-level
changes underlying the LDA–HDA transformation. As observed in pure glassy water, during the LDA-toHDA transformation, water molecules within the mixture approach each other, moving from the second
to the first hydration shell and filling the first interstitial shell of water molecules. Interestingly, similar
changes also occur around glycerol OH groups. It follows that glycerol OH groups contribute to the
density increase during the LDA–HDA transformation. An analysis of the hydrogen bond (HB)-network of
the mixtures shows that the LDA–HDA transformation is accompanied by minor changes in the number
of HBs of water and glycerol. Instead, large changes in glycerol and water coordination numbers occur.
We also perform a detailed analysis of the effects that the glycerol force field (FF) has on our results. By
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comparing MD simulations using two different glycerol models, we find that glycerol conformations
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the LDA–HDA transformation and hence, our main results, do not. This work is accompanied by an

indeed depend on the FF employed. Yet, the thermodynamic and microscopic mechanisms accompanying
experimental report where we study the glass polymorphism in glycerol–water mixtures prepared by
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isobaric cooling at 1 bar.

1 Introduction
The behavior of water in the glass domain is surprisingly
complex. While most substances form a single glass, with
properties that vary smoothly upon changes in pressure and/or
temperature,1 water can form at least two diﬀerent glassy states
(glass polymorphism). The most common forms of glassy water
are low-density (LDA) and high-density (HDA) amorphous ice.
LDA and HDA can be interconverted by, e.g., isobaric heating
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and isothermal compression/decompression, and these transformations are accompanied by sharp changes in the thermodynamic,2–12 structural,3,13 and dynamical14–16 properties (see
also ref. 17–20). Indeed, the LDA–HDA transformations are so
abrupt that they are reminiscent of first-order phase transitions
observed in equilibrium systems.4 Interestingly, water is not
alone and there are a few other substances, such as silica,21
germanium,22 and metallic glasses,23 that exhibit glass polymorphism as well. One explanation of water glass polymorphism
(usually used to explain glass polymorphism in other substances
as well) is provided by the liquid–liquid phase transition (LLPT)
scenario.11,20 In this scenario, water can exist in two different
liquid states at low temperatures, low-density (LDL) and highdensity liquid (HDL). It is also hypothesized that LDL and HDL
are separated by a first-order phase transition that ends at a
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liquid–liquid critical point (LLCP) at higher temperatures. In this
view, LDA (HDA) is the glass associated with LDL (HDL) and the
LDA–HDA transformation is the counterpart of the LDL–HDL
transformations, where the former takes place below the glass
transition temperature Tg and the latter occurs above Tg. In the
LLPT scenario, the LDL-to-HDL (HDL-to-LDL) spinodal line
becomes the experimentally observed LDA-to-HDA (HDA-to-LDA)
transformation line when extended to low temperatures, into
the glass domain.3,12,14,16
The LLPT scenario was proposed based on molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of water using the ST2 model, where the LLPT
and the LLCP were first observed.11 The existence of a LLPT and a
LLCP in ST2 water has been recently confirmed by free energy
calculations24–27 and its behavior in the glass state is in qualitative
agreement with experiments.3,12,14 However, it is not evident that a
LLPT is present in all water models available; the LLCP may be
inaccessible because it is at very low temperatures, deep within the
glass domain, such as in the case of the SPC/E model,28,29
or because of rapid crystallization, such as in the case of the
mW model.30 From the experimental side, the LLPT scenario
has not been confirmed due to water’s fast crystallization in the
pressure–temperature domain where the LLPT is expected to
occur. However, there is strong evidence indicating the existence
of the LLPT in bulk water. Specifically, Winkel et al. have
observed the spontaneous formation of a LDA–HDA interface
upon decompression of HDA at T = 140 K and P = 0.07 GPa.31
Inspecting the pressure dependence of LDA’s and HDA’s Tg
values,16,32 it becomes evident that T = 140 K is above the Tg
of both LDA and HDA at P = 0.07 GPa. This implies that
the spontaneous formation of the interface observed by
Winkel et al.31 is indeed in the domain of the ultraviscous liquids
and hence, it can be interpreted to be the first observation of the
LLPT in bulk water.
The search for water’s LLCP and LLPT has been the focus of
many scientists for more than 30 years. Diﬀerent and creative
experimental approaches have been pursued, including the
study of the melting line of ice III and ice IV in decompression
experiments,33,34 the study of the phase behavior of dilute
aqueous solutions, such as LiCl–water35 and glycerol–water
mixtures,36 and the study of confined water, such as water
confined in nanopores37–41 and emulsified water.42 Computational and theoretical studies exploring the presence of a LLPT
in nanoconfined water and binary aqueous solutions are also
available (see, e.g., ref. 43–47). Yet, the strongest support for the
water LLPT hypothesis is from experiments in the glass state.
We note that the phase diagram of glassy water is in qualitative
agreement with the phase diagram of glassy ST2 water and it is
consistent with the LLPT scenario. In addition, the pressuredependence of the glass transition temperatures of LDA and
HDA in experiments is also qualitatively consistent with that
reported for ST2 water.16,32
In a recent study, Murata and Tanaka48 performed interesting
experiments using water–glycerol mixtures and argued that these
mixtures exhibit a LLPT. These results were surprising given that a
LLPT could not be observed in dilute salt–water solutions and
they motivated recent theoretical43 studies as well as experiments
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focused on polyamorphism in glassy water–glycerol mixtures.36,49
The latter experiments suggest that the apparent LLPT reported in
the glycerol–water solutions of ref. 48 is not due to the presence of
two liquids but instead, it is due to cold-crystallization of amorphous
ice within the mixture. However, these experiments still suggest
the possibility of a LLPT and a LLCP in glycerol–water solutions.
In particular, Suzuki and Mishima36 observed a progressive
disappearance of the LDA–HDA transformation when approaching wg = 0.12–0.15, at P = 0.03–0.05 GPa and T E 150 K, which they
regard to be the location of the LLCP.
Computational studies of glass polymorphism in aqueous solutions have been limited to the case of water–salt mixtures. We are not
aware of any computer simulation study of glass polymorphism in
organic aqueous solutions and hence, the motivation of this work. In
a series of studies, we explored the LDA–HDA transformations in
pure water using out-of-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations with different water models.2,3,14,16,50–52 In particular,
it was found that the ST2 and TIP4P/2005 water models show
qualitative agreement with experiments and that they support the
LLPT hypothesis.2,3,14,16 It is natural to ask whether MD simulations, with the very large compression/decompression and cooling
rates, may be able to reproduce the (pressure-induced) glass
polymorphism in water–glycerol mixtures observed in the experiments of ref. 36; see also the experiments in our companion
paper.53 In this work we address this issue. Specifically, we study
the pressure-induced LDA–HDA transformations of water–glycerol
mixtures at different concentrations and temperatures. In
particular, we describe the molecular-level structural changes
that accompany these transformations. The glassy mixtures we
prepare in simulations are obtained by cooling the aqueous
solutions at normal pressure, as in our companion experimental
work.53 However, we note that the samples prepared in our experimental work53 show crystallization upon cooling (wg o 38%) while,
at the fast cooling rates used in MD simulations, crystallization does
not occur. Accordingly, the glassy glycerol–water mixtures prepared
in simulations are homogeneous, showing no phase separation. The
mixtures prepared in the present MD simulations are closer to the
samples prepared by Suzuki and Mishima36 which are prepared by
cooling glycerol water mixtures under pressure (0.3 GPa); these
samples show no phase separation at wg o 15%.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the computer simulation details. The preparation of the LDA
and the liquid-to-LDA transformation are discussed in Section
3. In Sections 4 and 5, we study the pressure-induced LDA–HDA
transformation, including the phase diagram for glassy water
and the structures of LDA and HDA. A summary is presented in
Section 6. An appendix is included where we confirm the
absence of system size effects.

2 Methods
We perform out-of equilibrium MD simulations of water–glycerol
mixtures with glycerol molar fraction wg = 0%, 0.14%, 0.95%,
2.02%, 3.06%, 3.95%, 4.95%, 7.01%, 10.00% and 13.01%. Most
simulations are performed for a system composed of N = 729
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water molecules and Ng = 0, 1, 7, 15, 23, 30, 38, 55, 81, and 109
glycerol molecules, depending on concentration. For one of the
mixture models studied, we also perform MD simulations for a
system with N = 5832 and Ng = 184 (wg = 3.06%) in order to
confirm the absence of system size effects (see the Appendix).
Simulations are performed using the TIP4P/2005 model for
water54 combined with two diﬀerent models for glycerol, the
Blieck–Chelli55,56 (BC) model that belongs to the AMBER57
force field and the Reiling58 (R) model that belongs to the
CHARMM2259,60 force field. The two mixture models, BC+TIP4P/
2005 and R+TIP4P/2005, were studied in the liquid state in
ref. 61 using MD simulations. Details of the MD simulations
(such as the cutoff distance used for pair interactions), force
fields (including the parameters that define each model), as well
as the comparison of the models’ performance with experiments
can be found in ref. 61 and 62. Both glycerol models employ
equivalent functional forms for the intramolecular potential
energies associated with bond stretching, angular, and torsional
interactions, as well as employ Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulombic
interactions. Both models employ the Lorentz–Berthelot combination rule to define the LJ parameters for atoms of different
types. The R and BC models differ in the potential parameters
of the intramolecular interactions as well as the LJ parameters
and partial charges assigned to the O, H, and C atoms. These
models also include different parameters to weight the so-called
1–4 pair interactions. In addition, OH bonds are rigid in the BC
model while, in the R model, an harmonic potential between the
O and H atoms is included.
We perform two kinds of out-of-equilibrium MD simulations,
(a) isobaric cooling runs at P = 0.1 MPa to generate the starting
amorphous glassy mixtures (for roughly wg r 5%, these mixtures
correspond to LDA forms; see Section 3), and (b) isothermal
compression/decompression cycles at diﬀerent temperatures to
study the LDA–HDA transformation (Section 4). These MD
simulations are identical to the MD simulations presented in
ref. 2 where the LDA–HDA transformation in pure TIP4P/2005
water is described. Accordingly, we refer the reader to ref. 2 for
details. Briefly, during isobaric cooling at P = 0.1 MPa the
barostat pressure is kept constant while the thermostat temperature is decreased linearly with time; the present cooling rate
being qc = dT/dt = 1 K ns1. The starting configurations for
the cooling runs are obtained from independent equilibrium
simulations at the corresponding concentration, at P = 0.1 MPa
and T = 300 K. During the compression/decompression runs, the
thermostat temperature is kept constant while the pressure is
increased/decreased linearly with time, with a compression/
decompression rate qP = dP/dt = 100 MPa ns1. As discussed
in ref. 2, 3 and 14, the cooling and compression/decompression
rates employed in our MD simulations are a few orders of
magnitude larger than the accessible experimental rates. Specifically,
our cooling rates are E2 orders of magnitude faster than the
rates necessary to form hyperquenched glassy water while our
compression/decompression rates are E8–9 orders of magnitude
faster than the typical experimental compression rates. Nonetheless,
at least for the case of pure water, MD simulations are able to
reproduce most of the qualitative features of the LDA–HDA
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transformation in real water. Part of the present work is to test
whether MD simulations, at the rates accessible in MD simulations,
can also reproduce qualitatively the amorphous–amorphous transformations in water–glycerol mixtures.
In order to characterize the liquid-to-glass transformation
of the water–glycerol mixtures, we also perform equilibrium
simulations of the solutions at different temperatures
(T = 200–300 K) and at P = 0.1 MPa. Following ref. 61, the
starting configurations are prepared by locating glycerol molecules
randomly in a water box, followed by equilibration at P = 0.1 MPa
and T = 400–460 K. The temperature of the system is then lowered
in steps, T = 300, 280, 240, 220, 210 K, and at each temperature the
system is simulated for a time Dt, before the temperature is further
reduced. Dt varies with temperature and concentration, from
1–5 ns at high-T and low-wg to up to 400 ns at T = 210 K. In all
cases, we make sure that both glycerol and water reach the
diffusive regime. Specifically, Dt(T) is at least three times t(T),
where t(T) is the time at which the mean-square displacement
of glycerol molecules reaches a value of d2 = 100 Å2. We note
that d is approximately the size of a glycerol molecule (E10 Å);
d is also larger than the nearest-neighbor’s distance in pure
glycerol (the first peak of glycerol–glycerol radial distribution
functions, defined from glycerol molecules’ central carbon
atom, is located at r E 6 Å). The simulation time step is 1 fs
for the equilibrium runs and 2 fs for the cooling/compression/
decompression runs.

3 Preparation of LDA forms of
glycerol–water solutions by isobaric
cooling at P = 0.1 MPa
3.1

Liquid-to-LDA transformation upon isobaric cooling

For a given molar fraction wg, the corresponding LDA form is
prepared by first equilibrating the solution at P = 0.1 MPa and
T = 300 K (for the case of water, i.e., wg = 0%, the system is
equilibrated at T = 240 K). The solution is then cooled at
constant pressure (P = 0.1 MPa) using a cooling rate qc = 1 K ns1.
This is the same experimental procedure followed to prepare
hyperquenched glassy water (HGW)63 which is a glassy form
belonging to the LDA ice family.17 The same procedure was
employed in our previous computer simulation studies of glass
polymorphism in water using the SPC/E,16,52 ST2,3,14,16 and
TIP4P/20052 models, with the same or comparable cooling rates.
This allows for a direct comparison between the results presented in these previous studies and the results reported here
for the case of water–glycerol mixtures. The rate qc = 1 K ns1 is
two orders of magnitude faster than the typical experimental
cooling rate required to form HGW.64 Nonetheless, our results
are expected to be qualitatively unaffected if such slower rates
were employed. For example, in the case of TIP4P/2005 water,
decreasing the cooling rate from qc = 1 K ns1 to qc = 0.1 K ns1
has practically no effects on the pressure-induced LDA–HDA
transformation.2 In the companion experimental paper,53 we
follow the same procedure to prepare the amorphous glassy
mixtures but in these cases, we employ much slower cooling
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rates, qc r 100 K s1. Accordingly, while our simulated glassy
mixtures exhibit no ice domains, the experimental samples
prepared in ref. 53 at wg r 0.15 show phase separation with ice
formation. Nevertheless, the final state in our MD simulation
and experimental studies, after isothermal compression, is an
amorphous glassy state where water is in an HDA-like form.
Again, in the present work, water and glycerol are homogeneously
mixed while in the companion paper, water in the HDA state may
be mixed homogeneously with glycerol only at low concentrations;
instead, at higher concentrations (but wg o 30%), water in the HDA
state tends to form domains within a glassy water–glycerol matrix.
Our glassy mixtures prepared by cooling are homogeneous, similar
to the samples prepared by Suzuki and Mishima36 upon cooling
under pressure, at P = 0.3 GPa.
Fig. 1(a) shows the density of BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures for
diﬀerent concentrations during cooling at P = 0.1 MPa. For
comparison, the densities of the equilibrium liquid mixtures
are included for T Z 200 K. At the present cooling rate, the
densities of the glycerol–water mixtures obtained during the
cooling process match the densities of the equilibrium solutions
at T Z 200 K, i.e., the system is practically in equilibrium at these
temperatures. In contrast, for approximately T o 140 K, the
mixtures are in the glass state. At these temperatures, r(T) varies
linearly with T, which is the typical behavior of the density for
glassy systems. It follows from Fig. 1(a) that, at the present rate,
the glass transition should be in the range of 140 o T o 200 K.
It is desirable to compare the densities of the amorphous
glycerol–water mixtures obtained in our simulations with
experiments. However, we are not aware of experimental data
of glassy water–glycerol solutions prepared by hyperquenching
techniques at P = 0.1 MPa. Densities of glassy water–glycerol
solutions at P = 0.1 MPa are reported in ref. 36 but for glasses
formed by following a different protocol from the protocol
employed in this work. Nonetheless, for comparison, we report
in Fig. 1(b) the experimental specific volumes 1/r estimated
from ref. 36 and the corresponding values obtained from
Fig. 1(a). The specific volumes of the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures,
for the cooling rate qc = 1 K ns1, are smaller than the specific
volumes estimated from ref. 36. It is not evident, however,
whether this discrepancy is due to the different preparation
processes followed to obtain the LDA forms of the mixtures or
whether it is a deficiency of the computer model employed. We
also stress that the experimental data of ref. 36 is rather noisy
particularly at low pressures and error bars for 1/r are not
available. In any case, it follows from Fig. 1(b) that the densities
of the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures are consistent with the experimental data for approximately wg r 2–6%.
3.2

PCCP

Fig. 1 (a) Density as a function of temperature r(T) from computer
simulations of water–glycerol mixtures using the BC+TIP4P/2005 model
during cooling at P = 0.1 MPa. The mixtures are equilibrated at T = 300 K
for wg 4 0% and T = 240 K for wg = 0%, and then cooled at cooling rate
qc = 1 K ns1. Glycerol molar fractions are (bottom to top) wg = 0% (black
and red), 0.14% (green), 0.95% (dark green), 2.02% (red), 3.06% (blue),
3.95% (maroon), 4.95% (magenta), 7.01% (violet), 10.00% (orange), and
13.01% (indigo). Symbols at T Z 200 K are the equilibrium densities of the
solutions; each data point during the cooling simulation is an average over
a pressure window DP = 10 MPa and the error bars represent the standard
deviation of the density over this P-interval. At the present cooling rate, the
densities during the cooling runs match the equilibrium densities. At
approximately T r 150 K, the solutions are in a glassy state and r(T) varies
linearly with T. (b) Comparison of the specific volumes 1/r of the glasses
obtained from (a) with experiments at T = 142 K. The experimental data at
wg Z 2% are estimated from ref. 36. The experimental point at wg = 0%
(pure water) is estimated from a linear interpolation of the densities of LDA
ice at T = 77 K (r = 0.94 g cm3 4) and T = 125 K (r = 0.92 g cm3 64). The
densities from the present MD simulations are smaller than the (estimated)
experimental densities, particularly, as the concentration increases.

Relevance of the glycerol model

It has been shown that even in the case of pure water, the
LDA–HDA transformation in MD simulations is indeed sensitive
to the model employed, with the TIP4P/2005 model performing,
overall, better than other popular models, such as SPC/E, ST2,
and mW.2 For example, the qualitative behavior of r(T) during
the pressure-induced LDA–HDA transformations is better
reproduced by the TIP4P/2005 model than by the SPC/E model.

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2016

Similarly, the structure of HDA ice is well-reproduced by the
SPC/E and TIP4P/2005 water models but this is not the case of
ST2 water.2 One may wonder how sensitive the LDA–HDA
transformation observed in MD simulations is to the glycerol
model employed. After all, from the computational point of
view, glycerol is much more complex than water. For example,
while a rigid water model requires only 5–10 parameters, a
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glycerol force field typically requires 50–70 parameters and it is
practically infeasible to know how the behavior of these models
may vary if such parameters are slightly tuned. In addition, MD
simulations of glycerol solutions at high temperatures indicate
that the conformations adopted by glycerol are indeed modeldependent62 and we confirmed that the same conclusion holds
for the case of water–glycerol solutions. This is relevant since, if
the conformation adopted by glycerol molecules is modeldependent, then the number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds
(HBs) of glycerol may also depend on the model employed (see,
e.g., ref. 62). Accordingly, the number of HBs between glycerol
and water may depend on the glycerol force field used, affecting
the properties of water–glycerol LDA/HDA forms. In this section,
we compare the role played by the glycerol model in the
preparation of LDA. The effects of the glycerol model on the
LDA–HDA transformation are discussed in the next sections.
We first focus on the eﬀects of the glycerol model on the
density of LDA upon cooling at P = 0.1 MPa. Fig. 2 shows r(T)
for two water–glycerol mixture models, BC+TIP4P/2005 and
R+TIP4P/2005 models, during the preparation of LDA. In both
cases, P = 0.1 MPa, qc = 1 K ns1, and wg = 3.06%. The density of
the LDA form (e.g., at T o 140 K) is larger in the case of the
BC+TIP4P/2005 model by Dr r 0.02 g cm3. This is not a large
difference given that there are small fluctuations in the density
of LDA from independent runs. For example, Fig. 2 includes the
density of LDA ice (i.e., wg = 0%) for the case of two independent
cooling runs at P = 0.1 MPa and qc = 1 K ns1. In this case, the
density among the two runs differs by Dr r 0.01 g cm3.
Accordingly, we can conclude that the effects of the glycerol
model employed on r(T) are minor.

Fig. 2 Comparison of r(T) obtained upon cooling glycerol–water mixtures
in computer simulations using the BC+TIP4P/2005 [from Fig. 1(a)] and
R+TIP4P/2005 mixture models. For comparison, two independent cooling
runs of pure TIP4P/2005 water are included. qc = 1 K ns1 and wg = 3.06%.
Symbols are densities from independent equilibrium simulations. Each data
point during the cooling runs is an average over a pressure-interval of
10 MPa. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the density over these
intervals. The behavior of r(T) is qualitatively independent of the glycerol
model employed. The density of the mixture models in the glass domain
(e.g., T o 140 K) differs by Dr E 0.02 g cm3, which is comparable with the
density difference among independent runs, e.g., Dr E 0.01 g cm3 in the
case of water (red and black lines).
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The second property that we consider to test for sensitivity in
the results to the glycerol models studied is the distribution of
glycerol conformations in the LDA forms of the mixture
models. Glycerol is a flexible molecule that can adopt diﬀerent
conformations.65 If the conformations of glycerol are defined in
terms of the position of the heavy atoms (C and O atoms) then it is
possible to define six diﬀerent conformations based on the two
OCCC dihedral angles:66 aa, bb, gg, ab, ag, and bg; see, e.g., ref. 62
for the definition of glycerol conformations. This classification of
glycerol conformations has been used extensively in the past,
both in experimental and computer simulation studies (see,
e.g., ref. 62 and 67–73).
The distribution of glycerol conformers upon cooling the
BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture at P = 0.1 MPa and qc = 1 K ns1 is
shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) for the cases wg = 3.06% and 7.01%.
Fig. 3(c) shows the conformer distribution for the R+TIP4P/2005
mixture with concentration wg = 3.06%. In all cases, fluctuations
in the conformers populations are visible at approximately
T 4 160–170 K. At these temperatures, the mixtures are in the
liquid state. Instead, at approximately T o 150 K (see Fig. 3(b)),
the system is in the glassy state and glycerol molecules are not
able to change conformation.
Remarkably, the conformations of glycerol are frozen in the
glass state with conformations that depend on the concentration
and particularly, on the glycerol model employed. Specifically, in
BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures, glycerol molecules adopt preferentially
ag conformations and the second most popular conformer is aa.
Instead, in the R+TIP4P/2005 mixture, the most populated
conformer is aa, while the second most popular conformer is
ag. It follows that the microscopic structure of the vitrified forms
depends on the glycerol model employed and hence, one must
be cautious when describing the structure of LDA and HDA in
glycerol–water mixtures using computer simulations (see Section 5).
Fortunately, we will show that both models exhibit qualitatively
similar microscopic changes during the LDA–HDA transformations
of water–glycerol mixtures, even when their microscopic structures differ.
We note that large fluctuations in the conformations of
glycerol occur in the liquid state (Fig. 3) and hence, rapid cooling
of the solution may result in glasses with slightly diﬀerent
average glycerol conformations.62

4 Pressure-induced LDA–HDA
transformations in glycerol–water
mixtures
In this section, we describe the pressure-induced LDA-to-HDA
and HDA-to-LDA transformations in water–glycerol mixtures at
different temperatures. For a given compression/decompression
temperature T and concentration wg, we obtain the starting glassy
form of the corresponding glycerol–water mixture by cooling the
solution at P = 0.1 MPa down to temperature T, as explained in
Section 3. These glassy mixtures correspond to LDA forms for
approximately wg o 5%; see Fig. 1(a). The starting glassy mixtures
are then compressed at constant rate qP = 100 MPa ns1 and
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which the glass fractures connects smoothly with the liquid-togas spinodal as the compression–decompression temperature
increases. The same protocol was used previously in MD
simulation studies of the LDA–HDA transformation in pure
water.2,3,16 This is also a common protocol followed experimentally
to study glass polymorphism in water (see, e.g., ref. 17–19
and references therein); the same compression/decompression
protocol was used recently by Suzuki and Mishima36 to study
glass polymorphism in water–glycerol mixtures (in this case,
however, the preparation of the starting glassy mixtures
involves slow isobaric cooling of the mixture at P = 300 MPa,
followed by decompression to P = 0.1 MPa at low temperatures).
As discussed below, it is indeed remarkable that even at the
present compression rates, MD simulations of atomistic models
can reproduce qualitatively the phenomenology associated with
the LDA–HDA transformations.
4.1

Fig. 3 Glycerol conformations in the BC+TIP4P/2005 model mixture
during cooling at P = 0.1 MPa with cooling rate qc = 1 K ns1. Concentrations
are (a) wg = 3.06% and (b) wg = 7.01%. (c) The same as (a) for the case of the
R+TIP4P/2005 mixture model. In all cases, no changes in glycerol conformations occur at approximately T r 140 K where the system is in the glassy state
[see also Fig. 1]. Interestingly, the conformations of glycerol are diﬀerent in the
BC+TIP4P/2005 and R+TIP4P/2005 model mixtures.

temperature T up to P = 3000 MPa. At P = 2000 MPa, all mixtures
are found to be in the HDA-like form. Hence, to study the HDAto-LDA transformation, we decompressed the mixtures from
P0 = 2000 MPa to negative pressures until the tension in the
system is large enough that the glassy mixtures ‘sublimate’.
Specifically, at these pressures the volume during the simulation increases abruptly and the glass fractures, meaning that
molecules in the glass are not able to withstand the tension.
MD simulations of pure water2,3,14 show that the temperature at
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Density versus pressure

One of the most common properties accessible in experimental
studies of glass polymorphism is the density of the glass as a
function of pressure, r(P), during the pressure-induced LDA–HDA
transformations at constant temperature. Recently, Suzuki and
Mishima36 reported 1/r(P) for glycerol–water mixtures during compression/decompression cycles at wg = 2–12% and T E 140–155 K.
Their main findings are that (i) the LDA–HDA transformation is
observable for approximately wg o 10–12%, and that (ii) the density
change and hysteresis in r(P) during the LDA–HDA transformations become less pronounced as the concentration and/or the
compression/decompression temperature increases. In this section,
we show that MD simulations can reproduce qualitatively the
experimental observations (i) and (ii), even when the rates
accessible in simulations are many orders of magnitude larger
than the rates employed in experiments.2,18
First, we confirm that the LDA–HDA transformations are not
sensitive to the glycerol FF employed. To this end, we show in
Fig. 4 the density of the BC+TIP4P/2005 and R+TIP4P/2005
mixture models during the pressure-induced LDA–HDA transformations. For simplicity, we limit the discussion to the case
T = 120 K and wg = 3.06%. In all these cases, a sharp increase in
density occurs during the compression process which signals
the LDA-to-HDA transformation. Upon decompression from
P0 = 2000 MPa, the mixture remains in the HDA form at
P = 0.1 MPa and hence, the LDA–HDA transformation in our
simulations is not reversible at positive pressures. This
is consistent with the results of our companion paper,53
where it is shown that, upon decompression of the HDA-like
mixtures, no transformation back to a less dense state occurs
at 77 K and P 4 0 MPa. In contrast, the experiments of ref. 36
indicate that HDA transforms back to LDA at P 4 0 MPa and
higher temperatures, e.g., 150 K. In our simulations, at the
present compression/decompression rates, HDA does not
seem to convert back to LDA at T r 120 K even if negative
pressures are considered. Instead, the density of HDA
decreases continuously until the glass finally fractures at
P E 800 MPa. Slower decompression rates are needed in
order to determine whether the HDA-to-LDA transformation
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Fig. 4 Density as a function of pressure r(P) during the compression/
decompression of glycerol–water solutions from MD simulations using the
BC+TIP4P/2005 and R+TIP4P/2005 model mixtures. In all cases, wg = 3.06%
and the compression rate is qP = 100 MPa ns1. The effects of the glycerol
force field on r(P) are minor.

in the R+TIP4P/2005 and BC+TIP4P/2005 models is reversible
and perhaps, discontinuous.
An important point follows from Fig. 4. Specifically, the
behavior of r(P) is practically insensitive to the glycerol model
employed. It follows that both models show similar LDA–HDA
transformation pressures.
Next, we focus on the eﬀects of temperature and concentration
on the LDA–HDA transformations in glycerol–water mixtures. Given
the similarities in the results shown in Fig. 4 for the BC+TIP4P/2005
and R+TIP4P/2005 mixture models, we limit the discussion to
the BC+TIP4P/2005 model. Fig. 5(a–c) show r(P) during the
pressure-induced LDA–HDA transformations at wg = 0.95%,
3.06%, and 4.95%, respectively, at different temperatures. For
comparison, we include r(P) for the case of (pure) TIP4P/2005
water during the LDA-to-HDA transformation at T = 80 K
from ref. 2. At all three concentrations studied, we find that
increasing the temperature has the effect of (a) decreasing
the hysteresis in r(P) in the compression/decompression cycle,
and (b) increasing the sharpness (i.e., the slope of r(P)) of the
LDA-to-HDA transformation. These conclusions are in agreement
with the experiments of ref. 36 on glycerol–water mixtures. These
temperature-effects are known to occur in real water (see,
e.g., ref. 17–20) and MD computer simulations of ST23,12 and
TIP4P/2005 water.2 In the experimental studies of ref. 36, the
decompression-induced HDA-to-LDA transformation is accompanied by a smooth density step at P 4 0 MPa for wg o 12% and
T E 140–155 K. In this regard, MD simulations with the (relatively
fast) compression/decompression rates explored in this work do not
clearly show a density step accompanying the HDA-to-LDA transformation even if negative pressures are considered. Instead, the HDAto-LDA transformation is rather continuous and hence, LDA cannot
be necessarily interpreted as a distinct state forming between HDA
and the gas. However, this conclusion may change if much slower
compression/decompression rates become accessible.
We note that Fig. 5 shows the LDA-to-HDA (HDA-to-LDA)
transformations shifting to higher (lower) pressures with
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Fig. 5 Density as a function of pressure r(P) during the compression/
decompression cycle of glycerol–water solutions at constant temperature.
Densities are from computer simulations using the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture
model with a compression/decompression rate qP = 100 MPa ns1 at
(a) wg = 0.95%, (b) wg = 3.06%, and (c) wg = 4.95%. The density change
during the LDA–HDA transformation becomes smoother with decreasing
temperature and/or increasing glycerol concentration.

decreasing temperature, consistent with experiments. However, the
values of these transformation pressures diﬀer from experiments.
For example, the experimental LDA-to-HDA transformations for
wg = 2–10% and approximately T = 140–155 K are in the pressurerange of 100–350 MPa while in our case, they occur in the range
of 600–1200 MPa. Similarly, the experimental HDA-to-LDA transformation occurs in the pressure-range of 0–150 MPa while in
simulations, at the explored rates, HDA evolves smoothly to a low
density glass at pressures in the range of 400 to 100 MPa
(suggesting that a HDA-to-LDA transformation could exist in this
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pressure range, if slower decompression rates become available).
Experimentally, the LDA–HDA transformation in glycerol–water
mixtures is smoother than in pure water and expands over
roughly 100–200 MPa. This pressure range is smaller than the
typical pressure range observed in MD simulations, 300–500 MPa at
120 r T r 160 K.
We also explore in detail the eﬀects of adding glycerol on the
LDA–HDA transformation of water–glycerol mixtures observed
in MD simulations. We focus on the LDA-to-HDA transformation
where our MD simulations better reproduce qualitatively the
experimental observations. A comparison of Fig. 5(a–c) shows
that increasing wg has the effects of reducing the sharpness
(i.e., the slope of r(P)) at the LDA-to-HDA transformation, similar
to the effect of decreasing T. This is fully consistent with the
experiments on water–glycerol glassy mixtures of ref. 36. In both
cases, the main effect of adding glycerol is to erase the LDA–HDA
transformation of the mixtures. To make this point more evident,
we show in Fig. 6(a–c) r(P) during the compression-induced
LDA-to-HDA transformation at fixed temperature and for all the
concentrations studied. It follows from these figures that the
cause of the disappearance of the LDA-to-HDA transition is due
to (i) the rapid increase of the density of LDA with increasing wg,
and (ii) the roughly independent density of HDA with wg
(at least for wg r 10%). That is, while the LDA-like state is
strongly destabilized in the presence of glycerol, in favor of a
denser state, the HDA-like state is not affected much by the
presence of glycerol. Accordingly, the density of the LDA form
of the mixture at wg = 10% and P = 0.1 MPa is so high that
compression of LDA to P E 2000 MPa cannot induce any
sudden densification of the mixture, which could indicate a
LDA-to-HDA transition. It follows that if the densities of the
BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures in the ‘LDA’ form increased at a
slower rate than observed in our simulations then it would be
possible to detect the LDA-to-HDA transitions in simulations at
wg 4 10%. Interestingly, we note that Fig. 1(b) suggests that the
BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures may overestimate the density of the glycerol–water LDA. Experiments show that the LDA-to-HDA transition
can be detected up to wg E 10–12%. Thus, it is possible that, relative
to experiments, MD simulations of the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture (as
well as, R+TIP4P/2005 mixture) model reproduce the LDA-to-HDA
transition at lower values wg due to their overestimation of the
density of LDA at P = 0.1 MPa.

5 Molecular structural changes during
the amorphous–amorphous
transformation
Experimentally, it is very challenging to obtain a molecular-level
description of the LDA–HDA transformations in aqueous solutions.
In this regard, MD simulations are extremely valuable. In this
section, we describe the molecular-level changes underlying the
pressure-induced LDA–HDA transformations in water–glycerol
mixtures. We focus on the following properties, (i) water–water and
water–glycerol radial distribution functions (RDFs), (ii) glycerol
molecular conformations, and (iii) statistics of the glycerol–water
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Fig. 6 Density as a function of pressure r(P) during the compression of
BC+TIP4P/2005 glycerol–water mixtures at (a) T = 80 K, (b) T = 120 K, and
(c) T = 160 K. At all temperatures, increasing glycerol concentration
reduces the density change during the compression process. For the
present model, the LDA–HDA transformation can be identified at roughly
wg o 5%. At higher concentrations, the density of the starting glass is high,
r Z 1.1 g cm3, and it is unclear whether the system is in the LDA state. The
compression/decompression rate is qP = 100 MPa ns1.

hydrogen-bond (HB) network. Our discussion is based on water–
glycerol mixtures with wg = 3.06%. In order to improve statistics,
in addition to the system previously considered, with N = 729 and
Ng = 23, we perform simulations for a system that is eight times
larger, i.e., with N = 5832 and Ng = 184.
5.1 Water–water and water–glycerol radial distribution functions
The RDFs of glycerol and water oxygen atoms (Og and Ow)
around a given water oxygen atom are shown in Fig. 7(a) for the
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case of the BC+TIP4P/2005 glassy mixture. The RDFs of LDA
and HDA are obtained at T = 80 K, averaging over 10 snapshots
(covering a pressure-interval of 100 MPa) around P E 0.1 MPa.
For comparison, we also include the Ow–Ow RDF of the LDA and
HDA forms of the mixtures. These Ow–Ow RDFs are practically
identical to the corresponding RDFs of pure water LDA
and HDA.
The structural changes accompanying the LDA–HDA transformation in pure water are well-known (see, e.g., ref. 18).
Briefly, during the LDA-to-HDA transformation [black curves
in Fig. 7(a), (b) or (c)] the HB network collapses with roughly
one molecule displacing from the second hydration shell
of LDA molecules (r E 4.5 Å) towards the first hydration shell
(r E 2.8 Å), filling the first interstitial shell (r E 3.5 Å). These
structural changes are consistent with the Ow–Ow RDFs shown
in Fig. 7(a); see also ref. 2. One may wonder, if similar structural
changes occur next to glycerol’s OH groups. Next, we show
that indeed analogous changes in the water structure around
glycerol OH groups occur, suggesting that glycerol OH groups
may also contribute to the collapse of the HB network at the
water–glycerol ‘interface’.
Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the Ow–Og RDFs for LDA and HDA (red
curves) forms of glycerol–water mixtures with wg = 3.06%,

Paper

obtained from MD simulations using the BC+TIP4P/2005 and
R+TIP4P/2005 models. The main difference in the Ow–Og RDFs
of these mixture models is that the first hydration shell of
water, at approximately r o 3.5 Å, is characterized by a single
maximum in the R+TIP4P/2005 mixture, as for the case of pure
water, and by two maxima in the case of the BC+TIP4P/2005
mixture. The presence of a double-peak in the Ow–Og RDFs of
the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture is fully consistent with ref. 73 that
finds a similar double-peak (at the same locations) in the RDFs
of glycerol–water solutions at T = 300 K, P = 0.1 MPa, and
wg = 42.9% and 60%. The glycerol model employed in ref. 73 is
the BC model modified to include non-rigid CH and OH
covalent bonds. We note that the differences in the Ow–Og
RDFs of the BC+TIP4P/2005 and R+TIP4P/2005 mixture models
are not unexpected. Indeed, in previous work we studied pure
glycerol and water–glycerol mixtures in the liquid state using
various glycerol and water models and found that the microscopic structure of the system is sensitive to the model
employed.61,62
We note that regardless of the diﬀerences in the RDFs of
LDA and HDA in the two models studied, both mixture models
exhibit (water-like) structural changes during the LDA–HDA
transformations. Specifically, Fig. 7(a) and (b) show that during

Fig. 7 Radial distribution function of water (Ow) and glycerol (Og) oxygen atoms around water oxygens Ow from MD simulations using the (a) BC+TIP4P/
2005 and (b) R+TIP4P/2005 mixture models at T = 80 K and P E 0.1 MPa. wg = 3.06%, N = 729, and Ng = 23. (c) The same as (a) for a larger system,
N = 5832 and Ng = 184 (wg = 3.06%). During the LDA-to-HDA transformation, the main change in both Ow–Og and Ow–Ow RDFs (red and black lines,
respectively) is the decrease of the peak located at r E 4.5 Å (second hydration shell of water) and decrease in the depth of the minimum located at
r E 3.2–3.5 Å (first interstitial shell of water). Insets are magnifications of the corresponding main panel.
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the LDA-to-HDA transformation, the peak associated with the
second hydration shell of water in the LDA mixture (solid red
line), at r E 4.3 Å, decreases while the minimum of the Ow–Og
RDF at r E 3.0–3.5 Å, corresponding to water molecules’ first
interstitial shell, becomes less shallow. These features are
particularly evident in the case of the R+TIP4P/2005 mixture
for which the Ow–Og RDFs resemble closer the Ow–Ow RDFs of
pure water. It follows that, qualitatively, glycerol O atoms in the
second shell of water molecules move towards water’s first
hydration shell, filling the first interstitial shell of water molecules. Not surprisingly, the changes in the Ow–Og RDFs (red
lines) are less pronounced than in the case of Ow–Ow RDFs
(black lines) since a water molecule is surrounded mainly by
other water molecules.
The RDFs in Fig. 7(a) and (b) are obtained from a system
composed of N = 729 and Ng = 23. For comparison, we include
in Fig. 7(c) the Ow–Og RDFs for the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture with
N = 5832 and Ng = 184. A comparison of Fig. 7(a) and (c) shows
that increasing the system size makes the RDFs smoother but
the qualitative results hold. As we will show, the same conclusion
applies to all RDFs.

PCCP

Glycerol has two terminal groups and one central OH group
and hence, one may wonder if the collapse of the HB network is
equally favored by both kinds of OH groups. We show that this
is indeed the case by calculating the radial distribution of water
oxygen atoms around glycerol central (Og,c–Ow) and terminal
oxygens (Og,t–Ow). In the calculation of these RDFs, we remove
the excluded volume effects due to the presence of the glycerol
C–C–C backbone.74 Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the Og,t–Ow and
Og,c–Ow RDFs for the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture; the corresponding
RDFs for the case of R+TIP4P/2005 are shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d).
The RDFs of the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture for the case of the large
system (N = 5832 and Ng = 184) are included in Fig. 8(e) and (f).
In all cases, the structural changes next to glycerol’s OH groups,
accompanying the LDA-to-HDA transformation, seem to occur at
both central and terminal OH groups of glycerol. This is supported by Fig. 8(e) and (f), where the noise is partially reduced
due to the larger size of the system.
Characterizing the structural changes next to glycerol C
atoms is less straightforward. This is partially because it is diﬃcult
to identify hydration shells for glycerol C atoms. Specifically,
Fig. 9(a) shows that the radial distribution of glycerol C atoms

Fig. 8 Radial distribution function of water oxygen (Ow) atoms around glycerol oxygens; Og,c and Og,t refer to glycerol central and terminal oxygens,
respectively. Excluding volume eﬀects due to the glycerol C–C–C backbone are taken into account.74 RDFs are for (a and b) BC+TIP4P/2005 and
(c and d) R+TIP4P/2005 mixture models for a system of wg = 3.06%, N = 729, and Ng = 23. (e and f) The same as (a and b) for a larger system, N = 5832 and
Ng = 184 (wg = 3.06%). T = 80 K and P E 0.1 MPa.
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Fig. 9 (a) Radial distribution of glycerol carbon atoms around water oxygen
(Ow) atoms for BC+TIP4P/2005 mixtures in the LDA and HDA states. Cg,c
and Cg,t refer to glycerol central and terminal carbons, respectively. T = 80 K
and P E 0.1 MPa. RDFs are for a BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture with wg = 3.06%,
for a system composed of N = 5832 water and Ng = 184 glycerol molecules.
(b and c) Radial distributions of Ow atoms around Cg,c and Cg,t atoms
(removing excluding volume eﬀects due to the glycerol C–C–C
backbone74).

around water O atoms is rather structureless for r 4 6 Å, with only
a clear first maximum at r E 3.7 Å. During the LDA-to-HDA
transformation, glycerol C atoms barely move towards water O
atoms. Similar conclusions follow from the RDFs of water O atoms
around glycerol central and terminal C atoms; see Fig. 9(b) and
(c),74 i.e., the first peak of the corresponding RDFs barely moves
towards small values of r. We note that the RDFs in Fig. 9 are for
the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture (large system) but similar results hold
in the case of the R+TIP4P/2005 mixture.
5.2 Glycerol conformations and hydrogen-bond network
statistics
In this section we describe the microscopic structure of the
water–glycerol mixtures in terms of glycerol conformations and
HB network statistics. Glycerol is a flexible molecule and it is not
evident what conformational changes it may adopt during the
LDA–HDA transformation. Similarly, it is unclear how the water–
glycerol HB network changes at the LDA–HDA transformation.
We calculate the distribution of glycerol conformations
during the compression/decompression cycles at all T and
concentrations studied. Interestingly, in all cases, we find that
the number of glycerol molecules in the aa, ab, ag, bb, bg, and
gg conformations remains practically constant at all pressures
during the LDA-to-HDA and HDA-to-LDA transformations. The
present MD simulations suggest a simple microscopic picture
where cooling the glycerol–water solution at P = 0.1 MPa not
only vitrifies the mixture at the macroscopic level but it also
‘vitrifies’ the conformation of glycerol molecules. Hence, our
MD simulations suggest that glycerol molecules in the glass
state may be thought of as ‘rigid’ molecules. It follows that the
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conformations of glycerol in the LDA and HDA mixtures are defined
by the preparation process, i.e., by the cooling rate employed.
Next, we discuss the changes in the HB network of the
glycerol–water mixtures accompanying the LDA–HDA transformations. We focus on the case of the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture
with N = 5832 and Ng = 184 since the larger the system, the
more precise the HB network statistics. We employ the definition of HBs used in ref. 62, i.e., we assume that a HB between
two OH groups is formed if (i) the O–O distance is dOO r 3.5 Å
and (ii) the distance between the acceptor O atom and the
donated H atom is dOH r 2.5 Å. We stress that the definition of
the HB employed in computer simulations is rather arbitrary
(see, e.g., ref. 75 and 76) and the specific values of hHBi in a
particular state may vary (slightly) with the definition of the HB
considered.77
The evolution of the HB network during the preparation
of LDA (i.e., upon cooling the solution at P = 0.1 MPa at rate
qc = 1 K ns1, see Section 3) is shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).
Fig. 10(a) shows the average number of HBs (hHBi) formed by a
glycerol molecule with water molecules, other glycerol molecules (intermolecular HBs), and within the glycerol molecule
itself (intramolecular HBs). During the cooling process, glycerol
molecules increase the total hHBi from E7.5 to E8.5. We note
that this is close to the maximum number of HBs that a glycerol
molecule is expected to form, i.e. E9 (or 3 HBs per OH group).
Most of the changes in glycerol HBs occur at T 4 200 K, i.e., in
the liquid state. At these temperatures, glycerol reduces the
number of HBs with water and increases the number of HBs
with other glycerol molecules. Interestingly, in the case of the
BC+TIP4P/2005 model, glycerol molecules have, on average,
E1.2 intramolecular HBs at all temperatures. We note that, in
the glass state (approx T o 140 K), glycerol–glycerol and
glycerol–water hHBi barely change with temperature, in agreement with the conformational changes shown in Fig. 3. For
comparison, we also include in Fig. 10(b) the hHBi that a water
molecule forms with glycerol and other water molecules. The
changes in water hHBi are qualitatively similar to the corresponding
changes in glycerol’s hHBi [Fig. 10(a)] but much milder, barely
noticeable. In particular, we note that with the present definition
of HBs, water molecules have a total hHBi = 4, as expected for a
perfect tetrahedral liquid/glass. The number of hHBi formed by a
water molecule with glycerol is 0.1, i.e., on average one out of ten
water molecules forms one HB with glycerol.
The changes of glycerol and water hHBi during the compressioninduced LDA-to-HDA transformation are shown in Fig. 11 for the
case T = 80 K. In the case of glycerol [Fig. 11(a)], the intra- and intermolecular glycerol–glycerol hHBi remain practically constant during
compression and hence, pressure only affects the number of HBs
that glycerol forms with water. During compression, glycerol hHBi
increases continuously with most changes occurring once HDA is
formed. The hHBi of the glycerol molecules with water increases
by E2 when the mixture is compressed from P = 0.1 MPa (LDA) to
P = 2000 MPa (HDA).
The changes in the average number of HBs of water during
the LDA–HDA transformation are shown in Fig. 11(b). Not
surprisingly, since most HBs of water are formed with other
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Fig. 10 Average number of hydrogen bonds, hHBi, of (a) glycerol and
(b) water molecules upon cooling the BC+TIP4P/2005 solution at
P = 0.1 MPa and rate qc = 1 K ns1, from T = 300 K. The system is
composed of N = 5832 water molecules and Ng = 184 glycerol molecules
(wg = 3.06%). Practically no changes in the diﬀerent hHBis occur in the
glass state (approximately T o 140–150 K).

water molecules, the hHBi of water with glycerol is practically
constant with pressure. Instead, water–water hHBi increases
smoothly, with no discontinuity at the LDA–HDA transformation, from hHBi = 3.8 at P = 0.1 MPa (LDA) to 4.2 at P = 2000 MPa
(HDA). It follows from Fig. 11(a) and (b) that the main changes
in the mixture HB network are due to water, i.e., to changes in
water–water and water–glycerol hHBi.
In order to describe the eﬀects of decompression on the HB
network statistics, we include in Fig. 12(a) and (b) the total hHBi
of water and glycerol during the compression/decompression
cycle at T = 80 K; again, the main source of HB changes is from
water–water and water–glycerol HBs. In the case of water, the
total hHBi = 4–4.5 depending on pressure (0 r P r 3000 MPa).
Interestingly, the hHBi of water in the LDA and HDA states, at
P = 0.1 MPa, is E4 which is the value expected for a perfect
tetrahedral network. Similarly, in the case of glycerol, hHBi
increases by only E1 when going from LDA to recovered HDA
at P = 0.1 MPa. These results suggest that the effect of pressure
during the LDA–HDA transformation is not to change the connectivity (HBs) between molecules but to distort it. This may be
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Fig. 11 Average number of hydrogen bonds, hHBi, of (a) glycerol and
(b) water molecules upon compression of the BC+TIP4P/2005 solution at
T = 80 K at rate qP = 100 MPa ns1. In (a), we include the intramolecular
hHBi of glycerol. The system is composed of N = 5832 water molecules
and Ng = 184 glycerol molecules (wc = 3.06%). Most changes in the hHBi
occur once HDA forms (approximately at P 4 800 MPa).

unexpected given the large change in density during the
transformation (E10–20% for w r 5%). However, we note that
the large density difference between LDA and recovered HDA
mixtures is indeed accompanied by large changes in the
coordination number (CN) of both glycerol and water; see
Fig. 12(a) and (b).78 Specifically, at P = 0.1 MPa, the difference
in CN of water molecules in the starting LDA and recovered
HDA forms is E1.7.79 Similarly, in the case of glycerol, CN
increases by E2.5.

6 Summary and discussion
We present a detailed MD simulation study of glass polymorphism
in water–glycerol mixtures at different temperatures and wg = 0–13%.
The mixtures are prepared by isobaric hyperquenching at P = 0.1
MPa. Accordingly, there is no ice formation in our simulations.
The present work is accompanied by an experimental study53
where we follow the same protocol employed here. However, in
our experiments the cooling rates are much slower than those
employed here and hence, crystallization occurs. The mixtures
we simulate are homogeneous, similar to the experimental
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Fig. 12 Total average number of hydrogen bonds, hHBi, and coordination
number, CN, of (a) glycerol and (b) water molecules during compression/
decompression at T = 80 K at rate qP = 100 MPa ns1. The system is
composed of N = 5832 water molecules and Ng = 184 glycerol molecules
(wc = 3.06%). At P = 0.1 MPa, water molecules in the starting LDA and
recovered HDA have similar hHBi but show a large increase in CN.

samples prepared in ref. 36 by cooling the solution under
pressure.
During the cooling process, the density of the final glassy
mixtures rapidly increases with increasing glycerol content. For
example, while the density of pure water LDA at T = 80 K is
E0.95 g cm3, close to the experimental value E0.94 g cm3,
the density of the mixture at wg = 7.01% is E1.12 g cm3. This
rapid increase in density of the hyperquenched mixtures with wg
is critical because the density of the HDA form of the mixtures is
practically independent of glycerol content (at least for wg r 10%;
see Fig. 6). Accordingly, the diﬀerence in density between the
LDA and HDA forms of the mixtures vanishes rapidly with
increasing glycerol content. For the present models and rates
studied, we cannot clearly identify the LDA–HDA transformation
at wg 4 wg,max E 5%. This value is smaller than the maximum
wg at which Suzuki and Mishima detect glass polymorphism,
wg,max E 10–12%. The absence of glass polymorphism with increasing glycerol content is also confirmed in the companion paper53
where the LDA–HDA transformation is shown to be absent at
wg 4 15%. The different values of wg,max found in our MD simulation
and experiments could be due to (i) the different protocols used to
prepare the LDA mixtures,36 (ii) the fast compression/decompression
rates accessible to MD simulations (relative to experiments), and/or
(iii) limitations of the mixture models employed. Nonetheless, the
present MD simulations provide a simple explanation of the
disappearance of glass polymorphism in glycerol–water mixtures
(de-stabilization of the LDA mixture with increasing glycerol content). We stress that our MD simulations reproduce qualitatively the
density changes observed experimentally during the pressureinduced LDA–HDA transformations36 (Fig. 4 and 5).
One of the more important contributions of this work is
to provide a molecular-level characterization of the LDA–HDA
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transformation in glycerol–water mixtures. We found that during
the LDA-to-HDA transformation, water molecules approach (a)
other water molecules as well as (b) glycerol OH groups. Specifically, during the LDA-to-HDA transformation, water molecules
move from the second hydration shell of a given water molecule
towards its first hydration shell, filling the first interstitial shell
of the given molecule. Similar structural changes seem to occur
between water and glycerol OH groups, i.e., glycerol OH groups
seem to move from the second hydration shell of a given water
molecule towards its first hydration shell, filling the first interstitial shell of the given molecule. In this regard, glycerol OH
groups play a similar role as water OH groups during the LDA-toHDA transformation, i.e., the volume collapse of the system
originates at the water–water and water–glycerol OH groups.
This mechanism makes alcohols unique, different from nonhydrogen bonding solutes, such as salt–water solutions. Interestingly, in ionic aqueous solutions, water tends to form HDA
(not LDA) upon cooling at low pressure.35,80 It also follows that
molecules smaller than glycerol but with a high density of OH
groups should favor glass polymorphism, provided they are
also able to suppress crystallization. Candidates include, e.g.,
ethylene glycol and hydrogen peroxide. It follows that aqueous
solutions containing ethylene glycol and hydrogen peroxide may
be good solutions to search for LLPTs as well.
From the computational point of view, this work presents a
detailed study of the role played by the glycerol model. This is
technically important since glass polymorphism is very sensitive
to the water model employed2,3,18,52 (the model we employed,
the TIP4P/2005 water model, does a very good job in reproducing
the experimental findings2). For the case of glycerol, we found
that the FF indeed aﬀects the molecular conformations
adopted by glycerol molecules in the hyperquenched glasses.
Moreover, these conformations remain unchanged during the

Fig. 13 Comparison of r(T) obtained upon cooling glycerol–water
mixtures with the same concentration, wg = 3.06%, but with different
system sizes. Simulations are performed using the BC+TIP4P/2005 model
for a large system composed of Ng = 184 glycerol and N = 5832 water
molecules and for a small system with Ng = 23 and N = 729. The cooling
rate is qc = 1 K ns1 and P = 0.1 MPa. Size effects on r(P) are negligible; the
large system exhibits smaller fluctuations, as expected. Densities for the
small system are taken from Fig. 1(a).
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compression/decompression cycles (i.e., glycerol molecules can
be viewed as ‘rigid’ molecules once the mixture is in the glass
domain). Nonetheless, we found that the thermodynamic changes
occurring during the cooling (Fig. 2) and compression/decompression paths (Fig. 4) are not aﬀected by the glycerol model employed.
In addition, we found that the microscopic mechanism underlying
the LDA-to-HDA transformation (i.e., filling of the water first

PCCP

interstitial shell; see the previous paragraph) holds for both
glycerol models studied. These results are encouraging for
future computational studies of binary aqueous solutions in
the glass state that contain non-rigid organic molecules.

Appendix: system size eﬀects on the
pressure-induced LDA–HDA
transformations
We discuss briefly whether our results obtained with out-ofequilibrium MD simulations are sensitive to the system size.
Specifically, for the case of the BC+TIP4P/2005 mixture model
with wg = 3.06%, we compare the density of the mixture for a
system with Ng = 23 and N = 729 [Fig. 1(a) and 5(b)] with the
densities obtained with a system 8 times larger, composed of
Ng = 184 and N = 5182. That the structures of these mixtures are
similar is confirmed by the RDFs shown in Fig. 7 and 8.
The results are summarized in Fig. 13 and 14. Fig. 13 shows
the density of both mixtures during cooling at P = 0.1 MPa with
cooling rate qc = 1 K ns1. The diﬀerence in density between the
mixtures is o0.01 g cm3 at all temperatures. This is smaller than
the density diﬀerence found among independent LDA forms of
pure TIP4P/2005 water (N = 512) obtained by following an identical
cooling protocol as we employ in this work.2 Similarly, Fig. 14(a–c)
show that the densities of the small and large systems practically
overlap during the pressure-induced LDA–HDA transformations.
Indeed, increasing the system size leads to smoother r(P), with
smaller density fluctuations (as expected).
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